**Installation Instructions:**

**DAMAGE**

**IMPORTANT**

This merchandise was carefully packed and thoroughly inspected before leaving our factory. Responsibility for its safe delivery was assumed by the carrier upon acceptance of the shipment. Claims for loss or damage sustained in transit must therefore be made to the carrier, as follows:

VISIBLE LOSS OR DAMAGE

Any external evidence of loss or damage must be noted on the freight bill or express receipt, and signed by the carrier's agent. Failure to adequately describe such external evidence of loss or damage may result in the carrier refusing to honor a damage claim. The form required to file such a claim will be supplied by the carrier.

CONCEALED LOSS OR DAMAGE

Concealed loss or damage means loss or damage which does not become apparent until the merchandise has been unpacked. The contents may be damaged in transit due to wrong handling even though the carton may not show external damages. When the damage is discovered upon unpacking, make a written request for inspection by the carrier's agent within fifteen days of the delivery date; then file a claim with the carrier since such damage is the carrier's responsibility.

**Installation**

This fixture must be grounded and installed in accordance with local and national electrical codes. Manufacturer assumes no responsibility for the improper installation or application of this lighting fixture.

**Caution:** Always compare ballast voltage and line voltage. All lighting fixtures must be installed in compliance with national and local electrical codes.

**WIRE DIAGRAM**

- **Bushing or (connector) at 7/8 KO not supplied**
- **7/8 KO**
- **Wire Diagram**
  - **Black**
  - **Black-ballast**
  - **White**
  - **White-ballast**
  - **Green Wire**

**Installation**

**Note:** Snap in Access Plate & Fixture Wiring Instructions

1. Pull black & white ballast leads thru access holes on back of fixture.

2. Remove knock-out from access plate. Mount greenfield connector (supplied by others) to access plate as shown.

3. Connect all fixture lead wires (black & white) to appropriate supply wires using two wire nuts as shown (supplied). More than two lead wires may be supplied for fixtures with more than one ballast.

4. Attach ground wire to secure surface access plate with green grounding screws (supplied).